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Introduction

The organisation of fragments and parts into coherent 
wholes is a central problem for visual perception. For 
instance, Kanizsa subjective figures (Figure 1a, complete; 
Kanizsa, 1955) give rise to a well-known visual illusion: 
the percept of an object with sharp contours and a brighter-
than-background surface even though there is no actual 
luminance discontinuity in the physical stimulus. Kanizsa 
figures thus illustrate that the visual system can bind 
together separate parts (such as the “pacman” inducers in a 
Kanizsa figure) to produce a vivid impression of an inte-
grated and coherent object. In this particular case, the asso-
ciation of distinct elements into a coherent whole has been 
shown to be governed by a set of Gestalt principles, such 
as collinearity and closure (Koffka, 1935; Wertheimer, 
1923; see Brooks, 2015, for a recent review).

Visual search studies have consistently shown that com-
ponent parts may be grouped prior to the engagement of 
attention (e.g., Moore & Egeth, 1997; Rensink & Enns, 
1995). The critical measure in a visual search task is usu-
ally the time required to detect a particular target among a 

variable number of distractors. If the target is distinguished 
by a property that can be efficiently coded in parallel across 
the visual field, then it should “pop out”, that is: search per-
formance should not be affected by the number of distrac-
tors in the display. For instance, the search time for a target 
Kanizsa figure (Figure 1a, complete) is little affected by the 
number of distractor configurations (Figure 1a, ungrouped) 
that are composed of the same pacmen but do not induce an 
illusory figure (Conci, Müller, & Elliott, 2007b, 2009; 
Davis & Driver, 1994; Senkowski, Röttger, Grimm, Foxe, 
& Herrmann, 2005). Moreover, search for a Kanizsa target 
figure is far more efficient than search for a comparable 
“ungrouped” target configuration that does not render an 
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illusory object, even though in both variants of the search 
task, the same distractor configurations were used, which 
were equally similar to both types of targets (Conci et al., 
2007b; Conci, Töllner, Leszczynski, & Müller, 2011). 
Together, these findings suggest that efficient search for 
Kanizsa figures is guided by grouping principles (i.e., col-
linearity and closure) that operate at early stages of visual 
processing, that is, prior to the engagement of attention 
(Conci, Gramann, Müller, & Elliott, 2006; Conci, Müller, 
& Elliott, 2007a; Töllner, Conci, & Müller, 2015; Nie, 
Maurer, Müller, & Conci, 2016).

Integrated object configurations such as the Kanizsa 
figure have also been shown to automatically capture spa-
tial attention. For example, search for a target disc in an 
array of randomly oriented (pacmen) distractor discs is 
substantially slowed when an illusory square is present (vs 
absent) in the display (Rauschenberger & Yantis, 2001). 
Other experiments used search arrays containing a Kanizsa 
figure as a non-informative spatial “cue” for a target that 

required a speeded choice reaction. Faster responses were 
obtained for a target presented inside, compared with out-
side, the Kanizsa figure cue (Senkowski et al., 2005). 
Findings such as these suggest that a single integrated, 
illusory figure provides salient information, summoning 
an attentional-orienting response to the region delineated 
by the grouped object (see also Marini & Marzi, 2016; 
Wiegand et al., 2015).

Whereas much of the previous work has elucidated how 
perceptual grouping modulates the allocation of selective 
attention across space, we know as yet little about how 
attentional selection is influenced by perceptual grouping 
over time. Temporal modulation of attention is frequently 
studied using the “attentional blink” (AB) paradigm, in 
which observers are asked to detect two targets presented 
successively within a rapid serial visual presentation 
(RSVP) stream of non-target items (e.g., letters, words, or 
symbols) at a single location. While detection of the first 
target (T1) usually reveals a relatively high level of 

Figure 1. Stimuli and display sequence in Experiment 1. (a) Illustration of experimental stimuli for T1 (all pacman inducers oriented 
either upward or downward) and T2 (left: complete; middle: partially grouped; right: ungrouped). (b) Schematic example of the 
RSVP sequence. Each trial presented a sequence of 10 displays, which consisted of either six complete distractor discs (non-red 
items) or the T1 and T2 target arrangements (red items).
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performance, detection of the second target (T2) is 
impaired if the temporal gap between the two targets is less 
than ~500 ms, while improving again at longer lags 
(Broadbent & Broadbent, 1987; Chun & Potter, 1995; 
Raymond, Shapiro, & Arnell, 1992). This transient drop in 
performance, which is referred to as the AB, has been 
assumed to reflect the temporal profile of attention.

The dual-target RSVP task can be thought of as a time-
based analogue of a visual search task (Vogel, Luck, & 
Shapiro, 1998). However, their underlying attentional 
mechanisms are not necessarily identical. Whereas pro-
cesses of spatial attentional selection (e.g., in visual search) 
start to operate at an early, pre-attentive stage of process-
ing, before stimulus identification is complete (see Luck, 
1998, for review), the AB potentially reflects a post-per-
ceptual attentional mechanism that marks the transition 
between perceptual stimulus analysis and the subsequent 
storage of selected items in a capacity-limited working 
memory buffer (Vogel et al., 1998). For instance, a promi-
nent two-stage model to account for the AB (Chun & 
Potter, 1995) assumes that stage 1 involves perceptual cod-
ing of all stimuli in the RSVP stream; however, due to 
interference arising from the sequential mode of stimulus 
presentation, the encoded items decay rapidly over time, 
because each item is displaced by the one presented subse-
quently in the RSVP stream (see also Moore & Lleras, 
2005; Woodman & Luck, 2003). To prevent or minimise 
interference, attentional resources are required to consoli-
date the “fragile” stimulus representations from stage 1 
into a more stable and long-lasting format during stage-2 
processing, that is, the consolidation of a selected number 
of items into working memory (see also Jolicœur & 
Dell’Acqua, 1998; Potter, Staub, & O’Connor, 2002; 
Shapiro, Raymond, & Arnell, 1997). Within this frame-
work, an AB is thought to result from a failure of T2 to 
achieve stage-2 processing, because the capacity-limited 
consolidation mechanism is preoccupied with the process-
ing of the preceding T1 stimulus (Shapiro, Raymond, & 
Arnell, 1994; Vogel et al., 1998).

Here, we investigated whether and how grouping struc-
ture in targets influences the profile of temporal attention. 
Although time-based selection operates only after initial 
visual processing, perceptual factors may nevertheless 
influence the AB (see e.g., Chen, Müller, & Conci, 2016, 
for effects of grouping on working memory). Previous 
studies, in fact, have shown that the AB is reduced when 
the perceptual salience of T2 is increased, for example, by 
increasing its featural and spatial dissimilarity to the dis-
tractors (Raymond, Shapiro, & Arnell, 1995) or by pre-
senting highly arousing words (Anderson, 2005; Keil & 
Ihssen, 2004; Keil, Ihssen, & Heim, 2006) or familiar and 
emotional faces (Jackson & Raymond, 2006; Stein, 
Zwickel, Ritter, Kitzmantel, & Schneider, 2009) as T2s. To 
explain these findings, it has been suggested that salient 
stimuli are less susceptible to the AB because they 

generate a high level of (perceptual) activity that takes 
more time to decay, thus bridging the temporal gap during 
which resources are unavailable for encoding items into 
working memory (Anderson, 2005). On this background, 
we hypothesised that grouping in Kanizsa figures would 
lead to the formation of a salient object (Conci et al., 
2007b; Davis & Driver, 1994; Rauschenberger & Yantis, 
2001; Senkowski et al., 2005) that, in turn, would be rela-
tively resistant against decay and more efficiently consoli-
dated in spite of the limited capacity available, thus 
attenuating the AB.

To test this prediction, this study investigated how per-
ceptual grouping influences the AB using Kanizsa figures 
and comparable “ungrouped” control figures as targets. 
For instance, Experiment 1 implemented an RSVP stream 
of object configurations presenting circular placeholders 
in various colours. Observers were required to identify two 
uniquely coloured (namely, red) target configurations. As 
illustrated in Figure 1a, the strength of grouping in the T2 
configuration was gradually varied, ranging from a com-
plete grouping (a Kanizsa star shape) through a partially 
grouped (three of six inducers form a Kanizsa triangle) to 
an “ungrouped” configuration (no closure, all inducers 
point outwards)—thus systematically varying closure in 
the Kanizsa-type configurations. Note that the various pac-
man configurations changed in terms of the strength of 
grouping they engendered, however, without changing the 
low-level properties of the image. The crucial question 
concerned whether the accuracy of identifying the T2 tar-
get configuration would vary as a function of its grouping 
strength. That is, by systematically varying the T1-T2 lag, 
we examined whether the grouping structure of T2 would 
modulate the AB effect.

Experiment 1

Experiment 1 was performed to investigate how T2 group-
ing strength influences the AB. On a given trial, distractor 
arrangements of six coloured discs (all discs of the same 
colour, but not red) were presented in rapid succession. 
Within this stream, two arrangements were presented in 
red and these were defined as the target configurations. 
Targets were presented with small segments removed from 
each disc, which, by appropriately rotating the cutout seg-
ments, would create the impression of a Kanizsa figure. T1 
was always defined as a grouping (of cutout discs) that 
would not lead to the emergence of an illusory figure, and 
T2 was either a complete (Kanizsa star shape), or a par-
tially grouped (Kanizsa triangle shape), or an ungrouped 
configuration (see Figure 1a). This manipulation permitted 
us to examine whether a systematic variation of the group-
ing strength in T2 would influence the AB. We predicted 
that the AB effect would be dependent on the grouping 
strength of the T2 configuration, with a reduced AB for 
more strongly grouped T2 objects.
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Method

Participants. Fifteen right-handed volunteers (seven male; 
mean age: 24.67 ± 2.26 years) with normal or corrected-
to-normal visual acuity and (self-reported) normal colour 
vision participated in the experiment for payment of €8.00/
hr. The experimental procedure was approved by the eth-
ics committee of the Department of Psychology, Ludwig-
Maximilians-Universität München, and all participants 
provided written informed consent. Sample size was deter-
mined on the basis of previous, comparable studies (e.g., 
Stein et al., 2009), aiming for 85% power to detect a 
medium effect size (within-participants; f = .25; Cohen, 
1988) given an alpha level of .05.

Apparatus. The experiment was conducted on a Windows 
computer using Matlab routines and Psychophysics Tool-
box extensions (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997). Stimuli were 
presented in different colours against a grey (RGB: 125, 
125, 125; 51.7 cd/m2) background in the centre of a 17-inch 
computer monitor (1024 × 768 pixel screen resolution, 
85 Hz refresh rate). The experiment was conducted in a 
sound-attenuated room that was dimly lit with indirect 
incandescent lighting.

Stimuli. Each trial consisted of a series of configurations that 
were presented in different colours. Each configuration was 
composed of six coloured discs (each subtending a viewing 
angle of 3.3°) arranged around a circle (with a radius of 5.2°, 
at a viewing distance of 50 cm). Distractor configurations 
were composed of six complete discs presented in four dif-
ferent colours—green (RGB: 75, 184, 72), purple (RGB: 
137, 41, 143), yellow (RGB: 243, 236, 27), or blue (RGB: 
22, 148, 210)—which were selected at random, with the 
only restriction that two consecutive configurations never 
shared the same colour. Two target configurations com-
posed of six pacmen inducers (i.e., discs with quarter seg-
ments removed) were presented in red colour (RGB: 236, 
30, 39). T1 was presented with all pacmen inducers oriented 
either upward or downward (see Figure 1a). T2 either pre-
sented a complete Kanizsa figure (a star shape), a partially 
grouped Kanizsa triangle (with the triangle presented in 
upward or downward orientation), or an ungrouped object 
(with all pacmen inducers rotated outwards by 180°), thus 
gradually varying the grouping strength of T2 by means of a 
decrease in object closure (see Figure 1a).

Procedure and design. As depicted in Figure 1b, each trial 
started with the presentation of a central fixation cross for 
500 ms at the screen centre, followed by the RSVP stream. 
Each configuration was presented for 100 ms, followed by a 
short blank interval of 20 ms, resulting in a stimulus onset 
asynchrony (SOA) of 120 ms. On a given trial, T1 was ran-
domly allocated to one of three temporal serial positions, 
from 2 to 4, within the stream of 10 configurations. T2 was 

presented at one of four different temporal lags (120, 240, 
360, or 600 ms, corresponding to serial lag positions 1, 2, 3, or 
5) subsequent to T1. RSVP stream distractors continued to be 
presented during the lag and after T2. Following the presenta-
tion of the RSVP stream, a blank screen appeared until a 
response was issued. Participants were instructed to detect the 
two red targets. With regard to T1, participants were asked to 
identify the pointing direction of the T1 pacmen with a right 
(upward) or left (downward) mouse button press, using (the 
index or the middle finger of) the right hand. With regard to 
T2, the task was to report the number of triangles that were 
presented within a given target configuration, that is, “0” for 
the ungrouped object, “1” for the partially grouped object, 
and “2” for the complete object grouping. Participants 
responded with a left-hand button press via keyboard, press-
ing the left-, down-, or rightward arrow key for “0”, “1”, or 
“2” triangles, respectively. Feedback was provided at the end 
of each trial by displaying a white and/or a red “—” sign for 
500 ms on the screen if an error had occurred for the first and/
or the second target, respectively. Trials were separated from 
one another by an interval of 1000 ms. Observers were 
instructed to respond as accurately as possible, with particular 
emphasis on T1 accuracy in order to maximise the number of 
trials available for the analysis of T2 accuracy. Every partici-
pant completed 20 blocks of 24 trials each, following one 
practice block of 24 trials (giving a total of 504 trials). After 
each block, participants took a short break; they then pro-
ceeded to the next block by pressing the “space” bar follow-
ing a message on the screen.

In sum, the experiment systematically varied two fac-
tors: T2-target type (complete, partially grouped, and 
ungrouped object) and T1-T2 lag (lag 1, 2, 3, or 5), with all 
possible factorial combinations presented in random order.

Results

T2 accuracy. Estimates of T2 accuracy were based solely on 
trials on which T1 had been identified correctly (as it is hard 
to determine the effect on the processing of T2 when the 
cause of the erroneous response to T1 is not known). Figure 
2 presents T2 accuracy as a function of lag, separately for 
the different target conditions. A two-way repeated-meas-
ures analysis of variance (ANOVA) of correct T2 responses, 
with the factors T2-target type (complete, partially grouped, 
ungrouped) and lag (1, 2, 3, 5), revealed both main effects to 
be significant: T2-target type, F(2, 28) = 6.67, p = .004, 
ηp

2 = .32, 90% confidence interval, or CI [.07, .48]; lag, F(3, 
42) = 24.12, p < .0001, ηp

2 = .63, 90% CI [.45, .71]. For the 
post hoc comparisons, given that such repeated testing 
increases the chance of a significant effect, a Bonferroni 
correction was applied (Neter & Wasserman, 1974). There 
was a graded effect of target type, with the highest accuracy 
for complete configurations (86%), followed by partially 
grouped (81%) and ungrouped (74%) configurations (com-
plete vs ungrouped: p = .001; partially grouped vs ungrouped: 
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p = .39; partially grouped vs complete: p = .31). In addition, 
there was a monotonic increase of performance from lag 1 
onwards (76%, 77%, 83%, and 87% for lags 1, 2, 3, and 5, 
respectively; ps < .029). Furthermore, the T2-target 
type × lag interaction was significant, F(6, 84) = 2.68, 
p = .02, ηp

2 = .16, 90% CI [.01, .23]. To decompose this 
interaction, the AB amplitude was computed (see also 
Anderson, 2005), which is defined as the maximum differ-
ence in performance across lags, that is, contrasting the 
(early) lag(s) with the lowest accuracy with (later) lag(s) 
that resulted in the highest level of accuracy (in Experiment 
1, the largest difference was revealed between lag 1 and lag 
5). Comparisons of the AB amplitude across target type 
conditions revealed the difference in amplitude to be largest 
for ungrouped (15%), intermediate for partially grouped 
(11%), and smallest for complete configurations (6%), F(2, 
28) = 3.47, p = .045, ηp

2 = .20, 90% CI [.00, .36].

T1 accuracy. The mean percentage of correct responses for 
T1 was 90%. A two-way repeated measures ANOVA with 
the factors T2-target type (complete, partially grouped, 
ungrouped) and lag (1, 2, 3, 5) revealed only a lag effect: 
F(3, 42) = 35.49, p < .0001, ηp

2 = .72, 90% CI [.56, .78]. T1 
performance exhibited a drop at lag 1: 80%, 92%, 93%, 
and 94% for lags 1, 2, 3 and 5, respectively (ps < .0001); 
that is, the short lag between T1 and T2 (also) impacted the 
accuracy of reporting T1. Importantly, however, no (main 
or interaction) effect involving T2-target type was revealed 
(Fs < 1.5, ps > .25).

Discussion

The pattern of results in Experiment 1 clearly demonstrates 
that T2 targets are the less susceptible to the AB the higher 
their grouping strength: the AB amplitude was the smallest 
for the complete, intermediate for partially grouped, and 
largest for ungrouped T2 configurations. In addition, the 
overall T2 accuracy also depended on the grouping strength, 
with higher performance for the more strongly grouped 
objects. Importantly, there was no influence of the T2 group-
ing type on T1, that is, the enhanced accuracy for complete 
and partially grouped T2s cannot be explained in terms of a 
trade-off between T2 and T1 accuracy. Our finding that 
grouping was associated with a diminished AB suggests that 
attention was more effectively allocated to grouped stimuli, 
in line with our initial prediction. This is consistent with 
findings from previous studies on the spatial allocation of 
attention, which have been taken as evidence for the pre-
attentive coding of Kanizsa figures (e.g., Conci et al., 2007b; 
Davis & Driver, 1994; Rauschenberger & Yantis, 2001; 
Senkowski et al., 2005). This benefit of grouping mani-
fested even though the complete and ungrouped objects 
consisted of identical physical stimulus components and 
were of equal object complexity (in terms of the descriptive 
criteria of Garner & Clement, 1963). As regards attentional 
guidance, the pre-attentive formation of a global object rep-
resentation is beneficial even given minor variations in 
terms of the geometry and spacing of the local inducer ele-
ments that make up a given stimulus configuration (Chen, 
Glasauer, Müller, & Conci, 2018; Conci et al., 2007a).

However, there still remained a lag-dependent impair-
ment for the grouped T2, which (although the decrement 
became smaller with increasing lag) would appear to be at 
variance with the view that the illusory shape is processed 
completely independently of attention (see also Joseph, 
Chun, & Nakayama, 1997). A potential explanation for 
selection of a grouped object being to some extent depend-
ent on attention refers to the idea that featural and configural 
information is processed in somewhat different “channels” 
(Awh et al., 2004) and that interference would arise to the 
degree to which T1 and T2 overlap in terms of the process-
ing channels involved. In the present experiment, both T1 
and T2 share information at the feature level (i.e., they con-
sist of the comparable inducer elements)—which would 
engender a degree of feature-based interference, resulting in 
an AB. However, the grouped T2 object would additionally 
be processed via the configural channel. This would reduce 
the total interference as grouping strength increases, espe-
cially when a global object emerges. 

Note that Experiment 1 revealed monotonic increases 
in T2 identification with longer T1-T2 lags, while many 
previous studies have reported an effect of “lag-1 sparing” 
in which performance is relatively unimpaired if T2 is pre-
sented directly after T1 (e.g., Chun & Potter, 1995; 
Raymond et al., 1992). A potential explanation for this 

Figure 2. Mean percentage of correct identifications of 
T2 (given a correct T1 response) in Experiment 1. Correct 
identifications are presented as a function of the temporal lag 
from the onset of T1 to the onset of T2, separately for the 
different T2-target types (complete, partially grouped, and 
ungrouped configurations). The dashed horizontal line indicates 
the level of overall T1 accuracy. Error bars denote 95% within-
subject confidence intervals.
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sparing effect is that the visual system tends to process the 
two targets together (e.g., in a batch) as long as they appear 
in direct temporal succession (Chun & Potter, 1995). 
However, it has also been shown that lag-1 sparing occurs 
in particular when no attentional switch (e.g., across loca-
tions, tasks, or categories) is required between targets (Di 
Lollo, Kawahara, Ghorashi, & Enns, 2005; Kawahara, 
Zuvic, Enns, & Di Lollo, 2003; Visser, Bischof, & Di 
Lollo, 1999). Lag-1 sparing is in addition crucially depend-
ent on the temporal separation between targets, with relia-
ble sparing being evident predominantly with lags shorter 
than 100 ms (Olivers & Meeter, 2008; Potter et al., 2002). 
The results from Experiment 1 failed to show spared lag-1 
performance; rather, the AB was particularly pronounced 
at lag 1. This may have resulted from the task switch 
between two targets (from a local-object direction discrim-
ination task to a global-shape “counting” task) and from 
the relatively long T1-T2 lag (120 ms; see also Conci & 
Müller, 2009).

Experiment 2

Experiment 1 showed that T2 grouping strength modulates 
the AB when T1 is an ungrouped configuration that 
requires the identification of the (individual) pacman’s 
pointing direction. In Experiment 2, we investigated 
whether grouping in T1 might also influence T2 process-
ing. This was motivated by findings that the AB may actu-
ally be increased following a salient T1 (Martens & Wyble, 
2010; i.e., the converse of the reduction of the AB by a 
salient T2). This has been attributed to the increased sali-
ence of T1 engendering a longer dwell of attention (on the 
T1) and thus reducing the capacity available for the pro-
cessing of T2 (Huang, Baddeley, & Young, 2008; Stein 
et al., 2009). In Experiment 2, we therefore increased the 
strength of the T1 grouping by presenting a partially 
grouped Kanizsa triangle in order to examine whether the 
selection of a grouped T1 would impede the consolidation 
of complete, partially grouped, and ungrouped T2 configu-
rations. Grouped Kanizsa figures have previously been 
shown to capture attention (see “Introduction”). 
Accordingly, we expected a salient T1 Kanizsa figure to 
lead to an overall increase of the AB. Moreover, when 
assuming that the (grouped) T1 stimulus is processed via 
separate, featural and configural “channels” (Awh et al., 
2004), grouping in T2 should be associated with a reduced 
benefit, that is, there should be a rather strong AB for all 
types of stimulus. By contrast, a single processing “chan-
nel” account (as in Chun & Potter, 1995) would predict a 
strong effect of grouping in T2 (as in Experiment 1), 
because the grouped T2 would nevertheless be more likely 
to escape the AB than an ungrouped T2.

Recall that the AB modulation by means of the T2 
grouping strength in Experiment 1 was maximal at early 
temporal lags, but a substantial difference between 

configuration types nevertheless remained until later lags. 
For instance, the complete T2-target gave rise to a signifi-
cantly higher accuracy than the ungrouped T2 across all 
lags (significant main effect of T2-target type), and this 
difference persisted even until lag 5, that is, 600 ms after 
the presentation of T1, t(14) = 2.56, p = .023, d = .66, 95% 
CI [.09, 1.21]. A potential explanation for this sustained 
difference between T2 groupings might be that the tempo-
ral interval between T2 and T1 was simply not long 
enough, even at lag 5; that is, selection of T2 some 600 ms 
after T1 might still be compromised due to the attentional 
demands of processing the preceding T1. However, an 
alternative explanation might be that the benefit of group-
ing at longer lags reflects an additional advantage that 
arises from post-selective processing (i.e., at stage 2). In 
this view, how efficiently a given target configuration is 
consolidated into short-term memory would vary for the 
various types of grouping. To address this issue, in 
Experiment 2, the temporal lags were extended (beyond 
lag 5) up to lags 6 and 7. More precisely, T2 was presented 
at one of four different temporal lags (120, 240, 720, or 
840 ms, corresponding to serial lag positions 1, 2, 6, or 7), 
thus covering an extended time interval subsequent to T1.

Method

Experiment 2 was methodologically identical to Experiment 
1, except that the T1 configuration was always a partial 
grouping that induced a Kanizsa triangle which pointed 
either upward or downward (see Figure 3). The T1 task was 
roughly comparable to Experiment 1: it required observers 
to identify the pointing direction of the triangular T1 group-
ing (upward vs downward). With respect to T2, observers 
had again to determine the number of triangles (as in 
Experiment 1). In addition, compared with Experiment 1, 
the T1-T2 lags were extended. On a given trial, T1 was ran-
domly allocated to one of three temporal serial positions, 
from 2 to 4, within a stream of now 12 configurations. T2 
was then presented at one of four different temporal lags 
(120, 240, 720, or 840 ms, corresponding to serial lag posi-
tions 1, 2, 6, or 7) subsequent to T1. As in Experiment 1, 
RSVP stream distractors continued to be presented during 
the lag and after T2. A new group of 17 right-handed volun-
teers (7 males; mean age: 23.00 ± 2.83 years) with normal 

Figure 3. Example target configurations for T1 (upward 
vs downward pointing triangles) and T2 (complete, partially 
grouped, or ungrouped) in Experiment 2.
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or corrected-to-normal visual acuity participated in the 
experiment for payment of €8.00 hr. Each participant com-
pleted 24 practice plus 480 experimental trials (divided into 
20 blocks).

Results

T2 accuracy. Figure 4 presents the T2 accuracy (given a 
correct T1 response) as a function of lag, separately for the 
different target type conditions. A two-way repeated-
measures ANOVA of correct T2 responses with the factors 
T2-target type (complete, partially grouped, ungrouped) 
and lag (1, 2, 6, 7) revealed both main effects to be signifi-
cant: target type, F(2, 28) = 14.12, p < .0001, ηp

2 = .50, 
90% CI [.24, .63] and lag, F(3, 42) = 28.80, p < .0001, 
ηp

2 = .67, 90% CI [.50, .74]. T2 accuracy was higher for 
complete (85%) than for partially grouped (73%; p = .004) 
and ungrouped (71%; p < .0001) configurations; there was 
no significant accuracy difference between partially 
grouped and ungrouped configurations (p = 1). Moreover, 
T2 accuracy increased with T1-T2 lag (67%, 69%, 84%, 
and 86% for lag 1, 2, 6, and 7, respectively), revealing a 
significant increase from lag 2 onwards (ps < .001), but no 
significant difference for the lag-1 vs lag-2 comparison 
(p = 1). In addition, the T2 target type × lag interaction was 
significant, F(6, 84) = 2.34, p = .039, ηp

2 = .14, 90% CI 
[.00, .21], mainly due to a performance difference between 
the complete and ungrouped condition, F(3, 42) = 6.88, 
p = .001, ηp

2 = .33, 90% CI [.11, .45]: the AB amplitude 
(lags 1/2 vs 7) was larger for ungrouped (22%) compared 

with complete configurations (13%), t(14) = 3.01, p = .009, 
d = .78, 95% CI [.19, 1.35]. The partially grouped configu-
ration exhibited an intermediate AB amplitude (20%), but 
this did not differ from the ungrouped (p = .67) or complete 
(p = .29) configurations.

T1-T2 pointing direction. In a subsequent analysis, we 
examined whether the (upward/downward) pointing direc-
tion of the partially grouped triangle in T1 influenced the 
detection performance for the (upward/downward point-
ing) T2 in partially grouped configurations. Figure 5b pre-
sents T2 accuracy as a function of lag, separately for the 
same and different orientations of the Kanizsa triangles. A 
two-way repeated-measures ANOVA of correct T2 
responses with the factors T1-T2 direction (same, differ-
ent) and lag (1, 2, 6, 7) revealed all main effects to be sig-
nificant: T1-T2 direction, F(1, 14) = 47.83, p < .0001, 
ηp

2 = .77, 90% CI [.52, .85] and lag, F(3, 42) = 14.05, 
p < .0001, ηp

2 = .50, 90% CI [.28, .60]. T2 accuracy was 
higher for matching than for mismatching pointing direc-
tions (80% vs 65%). T2 accuracy increased with T1-T2 
lag, as described above. The interaction was also signifi-
cant, F(3, 42) = 3.08, p = .038, ηp

2 = .18, 90% CI [.00, .30]: 
the accuracy difference between matching and mismatch-
ing pointing directions was reliable for the first three lags 
(ps < .003), but no longer reliable (i.e., reduced) at lag 7 
(p = .07). Thus, in Experiment 2, the orientation similarity 
of the (Kanizsa) triangles modulated performance.

An analogous analysis was also performed for 
Experiment 1 (Figure 5a), comparing the same/different 
pointing direction of the T1 pacmen and the subsequent T2 
triangle configuration. This analysis revealed only a sig-
nificant main effect of lag, F(3, 42) = 17.11, p < .0001, 
ηp

2 = .55, 90% CI [.34, .64], illustrating the AB effect pat-
tern already described above (for Experiment 1). The fact 
that there was no effect of the same/different pointing 
direction at any lag, all ts(14) < 1.35, ps > .20; see Figure 
5a) means that, in contrast to Experiment 2, there was no 
influence of the local pacman direction in T1 on the detec-
tion of T2 triangles in Experiment 1.

Cross-experiment comparison. To examine whether the 
change of the T1 target across Experiments 1 and 2 affected 
the AB and processing of the grouped/ungrouped T2 tar-
gets, we compared the AB amplitude between the two 
experiments in a mixed-design ANOVA with the within-
subject factor T2-target type (complete, ungrouped) and 
the between-subject factor Experiment (1, 2). This analy-
sis revealed a significant main effect of T2-target type, 
F(1, 28) = 15.25, p < .001, ηp

2 = .35, 90% CI [.12, .52], 
with an overall larger AB amplitude for ungrouped (19%) 
than for complete (10%) T2 configurations. There was also 
a marginally significant main effect of Experiment, F(1, 
28) = 3.12, p = .08, ηp

2 = .1, 90% CI [.00, .28], reflecting a 
somewhat larger AB amplitude in Experiment 2 (18%) 

Figure 4. Mean percentage of correct identifications of 
T2 (given a correct T1 response) in Experiment 2. Correct 
identifications are presented as a function of the temporal 
lag from the onset of T1 to the onset of T2, separately for 
the different conditions (complete, partially grouped, and 
ungrouped configurations). The dashed horizontal line indicates 
the level of overall T1 accuracy. Error bars indicate 95% within-
subject confidence intervals.
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than in Experiment 1(11%). The interaction was not sig-
nificant (F < 1, p > .8).

T1 accuracy. Accuracy of T1 identifications was again 
relatively high, with an average of 90% correct responses, 
comparable to T1 performance in Experiment 1, 
t(28) = .33, p = .75, d = .12, 95% CI [−.60, .84]. A two-way 
repeated-measures ANOVA with the factors T2-target 
type (complete, partially grouped, ungrouped) and lag (1, 
2, 6, 7) only revealed a significant main effect of lag, F(3, 
42) = 13.60, p < .0001, ηp

2 = .49, 90% CI [.27, .60]), with 
accuracy being reduced at lag 1 (86%, 90%, 93%, and 
92% for lags 1, 2, 6 and 7; ps < .003), comparable to the 
finding in Experiment 1. There were no other significant 
effects (Fs < 1, ps > .35).

Discussion

The results of Experiment 2, in general, replicate those of 
Experiment 1, in that performance was overall reduced 
and the AB amplitude was larger for ungrouped relative to 
complete-object T2 configurations. Moreover, a compari-
son between Experiments 1 and 2 showed that increasing 
the strength of the T1 grouping translated into a somewhat 
increased AB overall. This pattern suggests that the effect 
of grouping on T2 detection is largely independent of the 
perceptual structure of the T1 stimuli, even though increas-
ing the salience of T1 (in the present experiment: from 
“ungrouped” arrangements of pacmen to a coherent illu-
sory triangle) leads to an increased difficulty in the pro-
cessing of T2, because of a prolonged dwell of attention on 
T1. This outcome is hard to explain on the assumption of 
separate featural and configural processing channels (Awh 

et al., 2004), because the grouped T1 would have occupied 
both channels, thus reducing the impact of grouping in T2. 
Instead, the current results would appear to be more com-
patible with the assumption of a single channel (as, e.g., in 
Chun & Potter, 1995), according to which the salient T2 
grouping would lead to a modulation of performance that 
is largely independent of the T1 structure.

Despite the lag × T2-target type interaction, there was 
still a significant difference between the completed and 
ungrouped T2 at both shorter lags (ps = .0001) and longer 
lags (ps < .001), which mirrors the result pattern of 
Experiment 1. For instance, even with a T1-T2 separation 
of 840 ms (at lag 7), performance for the ungrouped T2 
configuration was still reduced relative to performance for 
T1 (mean difference: −7.04; p < .04). By contrast, perfor-
mance for the complete T2 was roughly comparable (if 
not, in fact, being somewhat higher compared) to perfor-
mance for T1 (mean difference: 2.96; p = .06). This sug-
gests that the reduced performance for the ungrouped T2 
does not solely reflect the temporal dynamics of attentional 
selection, that is, a sustained difficulty in selecting T2 
while being engaged with T1. Rather, this constant differ-
ence across groupings might point to a difference in the 
efficiency with which the ungrouped versus the complete 
T2 is retained at a post-selective stage in short-term mem-
ory until the execution of the response.

A second influence of T1 processing on T2 performance 
was revealed by the analysis of the same/different triangle 
pointing directions across the T1 and T2 (partially grouped) 
targets: accuracy was higher for T2 when the T2 triangle 
orientation matched that of T1, while accuracy was lower 
when they mismatched. No analogous effect was obtained 
in Experiment 1, in which the pacmen’s local orientation 

Figure 5. Mean percentage of correct identifications of T2 (given a correct T1 response) in Experiment 1 (a) and in Experiment 
2 (b). Correct identifications are presented as a function of the temporal lag from the onset of T1 to the onset of T2, separately 
for same (matching) and different (mismatching) T1-T2 pointing directions (where T2 presented a Kanizsa triangle with upward or 
downward pointing direction). The dashed horizontal line indicates the level of overall T1 accuracy. Error bars indicate 95% within-
subject confidence intervals.
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and the global orientation of the triangle grouping could 
repeat across T1 and T2.

One might argue that responding to T1 in Experiment 2 
would not necessarily require the completion of an upward 
or downward-pointing triangle, but that instead the response 
might solely be based on the upward/downward-pointing 
indentation of a single pacmen inducer, for example, the 
upper pacman in the T1 configuration (comparable to the 
task in Experiment 1). However, this seems rather unlikely 
given the different result patterns from the analysis of the 
(same vs different) pointing directions across experiments. 
In Experiment 1, judging the orientation of ungrouped 
inducer elements (T1) did not influence the extraction of a 
grouped triangle (T2); in Experiment 2 by contrast, the 
extraction of a grouped T1 triangle substantially influenced 
the subsequent processing of the grouped T2 triangle. This 
indicates that performance was not simply modulated by 
some form of response priming between T1 and T2. Instead, 
observers did complete the presented shapes, and they did 
perform the task in line with the instructions provided.

The finding of a same-object benefit for identical T1 
and T2 stimuli in Experiment 2 is also consistent with 
Raymond (2003; see also Conci & Müller, 2009). Our 
results mirror these previous findings and further show 
that repeated perceptual objects (Experiment 2), rather 
than repeated response-defining features (Experiment 1), 
lead to a reduction of the AB. Note that repeating the per-
ceptual objects from T1 to T2 led to an attenuation but not 
to complete abolishment of the AB. This “residual” AB 
might have resulted from the change in task demands from 
T1 to T2 (see Visser et al., 1999).

Finally, it should be noted that performance for the “dif-
ferent” (upward/downward pointing direction) condition 
was relatively low (65%), which may, to some extent at 
least, be attributable to a variant of “accidental” binding 
(Karabay & Akyürek, 2017). On this account, the presenta-
tion of two triangles pointing in opposite directions might 
yield the erroneous percept of a single Kanizsa star, inte-
grating the sequential triangles into a unitary configuration. 
Such erroneous bindings would be particularly prominent 
at short temporal lags. To examine for this, we computed 
the frequency of participants reporting an integrated per-
cept (i.e., a Kanizsa star) for the partially grouped target, 
given different T1 and T2 orientations. Indeed, erroneous 
Kanizsa star reports were rather frequent at lag 1 (36%), 
and declined at longer lags (21%, 13%, and 11% for lags 2, 
6, and 7, respectively), revealing a linear trend: F (1, 
14) = 15.36, p = .002, ηp

2 = .52, 90% CI [.17, .69]. This is 
consistent with observers tending to merge the two oppo-
site triangles presented in succession into a single, coherent 
representation—consistent with the notion of “misbind-
ing”. For the “same” condition, by contrast, the erroneous 
star reports were significantly reduced (compared with the 
“different” condition), F (1, 14) = 23.50, p < .0001, 
ηp

2 = .63, 90% CI [.29, .75], revealing overall comparable 

rates of erroneous star reports across lags (12%, 11%, 9%, 
and 8% for lags 1, 2, 6, and 7, respectively, ps > .28).

Experiment 3

In the experiments presented thus far, participants were not 
just passively exposed to variants of Kanizsa figures (with 
varying grouping strength), but they were required to 
actively classify these configurations, that is, to report the 
number of triangles presented in T2. Both experiments 
demonstrated a comparable pattern of results, namely a 
diminished AB and enhanced performance across all lags 
when T2 presented a complete (as opposed to an 
ungrouped) configuration. This pattern was obtained 
regardless of the type of object presented as T1, suggesting 
some automaticity in processing the grouped object. 
Experiment 3 was performed to further elucidate how the 
specific task to classify a given object configuration in T2 
determined the grouping effect. To investigate this issue, 
in Experiment 3, the T2 task was changed such that the 
requirements were unrelated to the object configuration 
presented. This was achieved by adding a small arrow (an 
oriented “>” sign) to the (complete, partially grouped, or 
ungrouped) T2 configuration, and the T2 task was to report 
the orientation of the unrelated arrow while the grouping 
itself was essentially task-irrelevant (see Figure 6). It 
should be noted that the (red) colour of the pacman induc-
ers still acted as a target cue, intended to ensure that 
observers processed the stimulus, but the (colour) cue was 
completely independent of the grouping structure dis-
played in T2. We expected that if grouping does require 
top–down attention, then the change of the task require-
ments (in Experiment 3) should eliminate the above AB 
modulation of grouping (as attention does no longer need 
to be paid to the grouping, but only to the task-relevant 
arrow). By contrast, if grouping engenders automatic, 
early perceptual processing, then one would expect that 
the T2 accuracy would still be modulated by the (in 
Experiment 3) entirely task-irrelevant groupings.

Method

Experiment 3 was similar to Experiment 1, except that the 
(complete, partially grouped, or ungrouped) T2 configura-
tion was now presented for 70 ms, after which a small 
arrow (0.5°× 0.5°) was added to the RSVP stream for 
another 30 ms (see Figure 6). The presentation duration of 
the arrow (target) was determined based on pilot tests, 
which showed that a relatively short presentation time is 
necessary to guarantee a reasonable variability of perfor-
mance (i.e., well below ceiling). As in Experiment 1, the 
presentation of the stimuli was followed by a 20 ms blank 
interval, yielding a 120 ms SOA as in Experiments 1 and 2. 
The T2 task was to report the up/down/left/right pointing 
direction of the arrow, which was randomly presented at 
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three possible locations within a given configuration (i.e., 
at top-left, top-right, or bottom locations; see Figure 6). 
Participants responded with a left-hand button press via 
keyboard, pressing the corresponding up-, down-, left-, or 
rightward-pointing arrow key, respectively. On a given 
trial, T1 was randomly allocated to one of three temporal 
serial positions, from 2 to 4, within a stream of 12 configu-
rations. T2 was then presented at one of four different tem-
poral lags (120, 240, 720, or 840 ms, corresponding to 
serial lag positions 1, 2, 6, or 7) subsequent to T1 (i.e., the 
lags were the same as in Experiment 2). RSVP stream dis-
tractors continued to be presented during the lag and after 
T2. The T1 target and task and the distractors remained the 
same as in Experiment 1. Fifteen naive, right-handed vol-
unteers (seven males; mean age: 23.67 ± 2.66 years) with 
normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity participated in 
the experiment for payment of €8.00/hr. Each participant 
completed 24 practice plus 480 experimental trials (divided 
into 20 blocks).

Results

T2 accuracy. Figure 7 presents the T2 accuracy (given a 
correct T1 response) as a function of lag, separately for the 
different target type conditions. A two-way repeated-
measures ANOVA of correct T2 responses, with the fac-
tors T2-target type (complete, partially grouped, 
ungrouped) and lag (1, 2, 6, 7), revealed both main effects 
to be significant: T2-target type, F(2, 28) = 5.40, p = .01, 

ηp
2 = .28, 90% CI [.04, .44], and lag, F(3, 42) = 12.00, 

p < .0001, ηp
2 = .46, 90% CI [.24, .57]. There was a graded 

effect of target type, with the highest accuracy for 

Figure 6. Schematic example of the RSVP sequence in Experiment 3. Each trial presented a sequence of 12 displays, which 
consisted of either six complete distractor discs (non-red items) or the T1 and T2 target. For T2, a complete, partially grouped, 
or an ungrouped configuration was presented (as in Experiment 1), but with an additional target arrow (i.e., an oriented “>” sign) 
added to the display. Note that the T2 task was related only to the arrow (but not in any way to the grouping as presented in the 
Kanizsa-type configurations). The bottom right panel illustrates the three possible locations of the target arrow.

Figure 7. Mean percentage of correct identifications of 
T2 (given a correct T1 response) in Experiment 3. Correct 
identifications are presented as a function of the temporal lag 
from the onset of T1 to the onset of T2, separately for the 
different T2-target conditions (complete, partially grouped, and 
ungrouped configurations). The dashed horizontal line indicates 
the level of overall T1 accuracy. Error bars denote 95% within-
subject confidence intervals.
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ungrouped configurations (96%), followed by partially 
grouped (95%) and complete (94%) configurations (com-
plete vs ungrouped: p = .02; partially grouped vs ungrouped: 
p = .40; partially grouped vs complete: p = .29). In addition, 
there was a monotonic increase in performance from lag 1 
onwards (92%, 94%, 97%, and 98% for lags 1, 2, 6, and 7, 
respectively; ps < .017, except for comparable perfor-
mance with lags 6 and 7, p = .56). The T2-target type × lag 
interaction was also significant, F(6, 84) = 2.25, p = .046, 
ηp

2 = .14, 90% CI [.00, .20]: the AB amplitude (lag 1 vs 
6/7) was larger for complete (8%) compared with 
ungrouped configurations (4%), t(14) = 4.20, p = .001, 
d = 1.09, 95% CI [.43, 1.72]. Partially grouped configura-
tion (5%) exhibited a marginal difference relative to com-
plete configurations (p = .067), but did not differ from 
ungrouped configurations (p = .61). Thus, the AB was sig-
nificantly modulated by grouping strength. However, 
importantly, this grouping modulation occurred in the 
reverse order compared with, for instance, Experiment 1, 
with the complete T2 configuration now leading to the 
strongest (rather than the smallest) AB.

T1 accuracy. The mean percentage of correct responses for 
T1 was 97%. A two-way repeated measures ANOVA with 
the factors T2-target type (complete, partially grouped, 
ungrouped) and lag (1, 2, 6, 7) revealed only a lag effect, 
F(3, 42) = 15.71, p < .0001, ηp

2 = .53, 90% CI [.31, .63]: As 
in the previous experiments, T1 performance was some-
what reduced at lag 1 (95%; ps < .005), while being com-
parable for lags 2, 6, and 7 (98%, 98%, and 99%, 
respectively; ps > .83). No main or interaction effect 
involving T2-target type was revealed (Fs < 1.4, ps > .23).

Discussion

Experiment 3 showed overall a somewhat higher level of 
performance (possibly due to the change of task), but never-
theless again demonstrated a graded effect of T2 grouping 
on the AB, indicating that, especially at short lags, discrimi-
nation of the arrow target (orientation) was substantially 
influenced by the surrounding, task-irrelevant object con-
figuration. Thus, grouping does modulate performance, in 
particular when resources are occupied by T1-related pro-
cessing. It has been shown that a physically salient T1 stim-
ulus engenders a reduction in performance at short lags even 
when there is no need to attend to T1 (Raymond et al., 
1992). In this study, we observed a modulation by the task-
irrelevant grouping at short lags, which suggests the tran-
sient reduction in performance is not only owing to salient 
features (e.g., the red colour) of the T1 object but also 
dependent on the irrelevant T2 grouping structure.

However, in contrast to Experiments 1 and 2, the effect 
of T2 configuration was reversed, with the smallest AB for 
ungrouped, an intermediate AB for partially grouped, and 
the largest AB for complete T2 configurations. This reversed 

AB pattern suggests that grouping, rather than being benefi-
cial for the arrow discrimination task, did actually impair 
performance. An explanation for this pattern might be that 
attention was automatically captured by the task-irrelevant 
complete-object configuration, and as a result discrimina-
tion of the target orientation was hampered. Ungrouped T2 
configurations, by contrast, attracted attention less and, con-
sequently, more resources were available for the effective 
discrimination of the arrow target. In addition, unlike in the 
previous two experiments, T2 performance clearly reached 
the level of T1 accuracy at (or actually, well before) lag 7 
(i.e., after 840 ms), for all types of configuration. This indi-
cates that a task-irrelevant grouping may influence the effi-
ciency of attentional target selection, thus modulating the 
AB primarily at short lags. However, the fact that this mod-
ulation was rather transient suggests that, in Experiment 3, 
grouping did not affect short-term memory consolidation 
(i.e., post-selective, stage-2 processing) of the T2 target.

Of note, Experiment 3 did also not reveal evidence of 
lag-1 sparing. This might again be due to a rather long lag 
(i.e., >100 ms, see Olivers & Meeter, 2008, and Potter et al., 
2002) and because of category and location switches that 
occurred between the two targets presented, which have pre-
viously been shown to hamper T2 processing (Di Lollo 
et al., 2005; Kawahara et al., 2003; Visser et al., 1999).

General discussion

The AB phenomenon demonstrates that the human visual 
system is limited in its ability to extract durable mental 
representations from the rapidly changing, continuous 
flow of information across time. This study investigated 
whether the AB effect is modulated by perceptual group-
ing in Kanizsa subjective figures, using a dual-target RSVP 
paradigm—the aim being to determine how attention is 
allocated to more or less structured visual information over 
time. Consistent with our predictions, the results showed 
that the AB effect is strongly modulated by T2 grouping 
strength: In Experiment 1, complete T2 groupings resulted 
in a smaller AB and in an increased overall performance 
compared with ungrouped (control) stimuli that consisted 
of the same pacman inducers which, however, did not 
induce an integrated percept. Experiment 2 replicated this 
pattern of results and further showed that the benefit of 
grouping in T2 can arise irrespective of the perceptual 
structure in T1 (Experiments 1 vs 2). Finally, in Experiment 
3, a modulation of grouping in T2 was obtained even 
though the task was entirely unrelated to the object con-
figurations. In contrast to Experiment 1, performance in 
Experiment 3 revealed the largest AB when a T2 target 
was presented concurrently with a complete-object con-
figuration. Together, this pattern of results suggests that 
identical inducer elements may differ in the extent to 
which an emergent global object is formed, which in turn 
affects the magnitude of the AB. Thus, grouping of 
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separate parts into a coherent whole either attenuates or 
enhances the AB, depending on whether grouping is rele-
vant or irrelevant to performing the task (Experiments 1 vs 
3). Overall, our results indicate that temporal attention is 
modulated by emergent objects.

Grouping modulates temporal object processing

Why does grouping in T2 modulate the allocation of atten-
tion in time? According to the two-stage model (Chun & 
Potter, 1995), after initial perceptual processing of the 
incoming sensory information, the perceptual representa-
tion must be encoded in a capacity-limited short-term mem-
ory system to ensure a stable and durable representation 
until a response can be issued. If this consolidation process 
is not accomplished, the perceptually processed item is 
ephemeral and rapidly overwritten by the items that appear 
subsequently in the RSVP stream. In this view, the AB 
reflects a post-perceptual, attentional mechanism of limited 
processing capacity, which subserves the consolidation of 
items into working memory (Chun & Potter, 1995; Jolicœur 
& Dell’Acqua, 1998; Vogel et al., 1998). With salient 
items—for instance, grouped objects such as Kanizsa fig-
ures (Rauschenberger & Yantis, 2001; Senkowski et al., 
2005)—a processing advantage should arise relatively early, 
at the initial stage of perceptual coding, with the global 
structure of grouped objects allowing for more efficient 
detection compared with ungrouped configurations that lack 
a global representation (e.g., Conci et al., 2009; Conci, 
Müller, & Elliott, 2007b, 2009). That is, pre-attentive group-
ing would generate a salient structure that is more resistant 
to temporal decay at stage 1—which would permit the 
global (structured) object to more efficiently consolidated at 
the subsequent, capacity-limited processing stage, effec-
tively reducing the amount of interference in the AB. Thus, 
as a result of rather efficient and fast processing of a grouped 
T2, consolidation at stage 2 can commence earlier and pro-
ceed faster, compared with a less structured T2, in turn facil-
itating the maintenance of the grouped object in working 
memory (see, e.g., Chen et al., 2016; Chen, Töllner, Müller, 
& Conci, 2018), for a related finding). In support of this 
view, Experiments 1 and 2 consistently showed overall 
superior performance for grouped than for ungrouped T2s, 
even at longer lags when T2 processing was no longer 
affected by T1 processing. This sustained difference indi-
cates that retaining an item in memory is influenced by the 
object structure. Moreover, the performance difference for 
grouped (vs ungrouped) T2s was largest at short intervals 
(in all experiments), where capacity-limited resources were 
most likely occupied by processes relating to T1. This fur-
ther shows that, in addition, attentional limitations imposed 
by the AB can be overcome, to a significant extent, by 
grouping in the target, making processing more robust and 
more efficient in face of the lack of limited-capacity 
resources (Experiments 1 and 2).

However, it should be noted that—although grouping 
likely increased the coding efficiency of complete-object 
targets (i.e., it enabled consolidation to begin earlier and to 
require fewer attentional resources), which manifested in 
an attenuated AB (Experiments 1 and 2)—our results nev-
ertheless revealed a clear AB for all grouping types. This 
might be taken to suggest that grouping of disparate items 
into a coherent whole nevertheless requires a certain 
amount of attentional resources to select and retain a rele-
vant target item until the response is issued (Braun, 1998; 
Joseph et al., 1997; see also Conci, Groß, Keller, Müller, & 
Finke, 2018; Gögler, Finke, Keller, Müller, & Conci, 
2016). However, increasing the efficiency with which the 
stimulus is encoded (e.g., by inducing grouping) in turn 
reduces the attentional load and, consequently, reduces the 
AB (see also Braun, 1998; Joseph, Chun, & Nakayama, 
1998).

Additional support for an early processing account of 
grouped objects derive from the results of Experiment 2, in 
which T1 presented a partially grouped (triangle) object 
that was more effective in binding attentional resources 
than the ungrouped T1 in Experiment 1. While the global 
T1 triangle in Experiment 2 led—at least to some extent—
to an overall increased AB effect (compared with the local 
T1 configuration in Experiment 1), the modulation of 
grouping in T2 was unaffected by this change in T1. This 
further supports the view that the benefit of grouping 
occurs because salient perceptual structures by themselves 
allow for a more efficient encoding of the grouped con-
figurations (rather than arising from some top–down medi-
ated sharing of resources between T1 and T2). That is, 
grouping renders particularly stable perceptual representa-
tions that are resilient in the face of interfering stimulation 
when only limited resources are available.

Consistent with this view, in visual search tasks, 
Kanizsa figures can act as a (non-informative) spatial cue, 
or in terms of an attractor for spatial attention, that facili-
tates detection of a target appearing at the same, circum-
scribed location (Conci, Müller, & von Mühlenen, 2013; 
Senkowski et al., 2005). However, the results of the pre-
sent Experiment 3 show that when a comparable setup is 
used in an AB paradigm, a cost associated with the grouped 
object is observed, rather than efficient cueing of attention 
to the arrow target. This may come about as a result of the 
rapid succession of the stimuli in the RSVP stream. The 
Kanisza-type configuration may act as a salient distractor 
(i.e., it may capture attention), from which attention must 
be disengaged for the system to become able to discrimi-
nate the task-relevant arrow stimulus. However, by the 
time this is accomplished, the (briefly presented) target has 
already disappeared—resulting in a performance cost and 
in an increased AB. Of note, the task-irrelevant grouping 
modulated the detection of T2 primarily at short lags, 
whereas at longer lags T2 performance reached the same 
level as T1 performance, for all grouping types (complete, 
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partially grouped, and ungrouped). This pattern contrasts 
with Experiments 1 and 2, in which (in these experiments) 
the task-relevant Kanizsa grouping not only modulated the 
immediate allocation of attention, but also the subsequent 
short-term memory consolidation of T2 at longer lags. 
This illustrates that task-irrelevant groupings can generate 
transient costs, whereas task-relevant groupings can yield 
sustained benefits—where the latter effect is likely owing 
to the encoding-into-memory of the (more or less grouped) 
task-relevant items.

Representing higher order object files

When processing multiple objects in rapid succession, a 
key requirement of the visual system is its ability to select 
and consolidate potentially relevant information into an 
enduring representation, referred to as an “object file” 
(Kahneman & Treisman, 1984). Raymond (2003) proposed 
that the creation of a new object file plays a key role in trig-
gering the AB (see also Conci & Müller, 2009; Kellie & 
Shapiro, 2004). In line with such an object file account, we 
observed superior performance for T2 identification and an 
attenuated AB when T2 was identical in shape to T1 (see 
Experiment 2). As an object file has already been set up 
upon the presentation of T1, with a same-object T2, the 
identical object file needs only to be updated—as a result of 
which the AB is reduced. In addition, integration might 
arise when two targets provide complementary shapes in 
close temporal proximity, as evidenced by a significant 
drop in performance across lags for partially grouped T2s 
(i.e., when T1 and T2 present Kanizsa triangles of opposite 
orientations; see Experiment 2). In this case, a “star” repre-
sentation was more likely reported for T2, indicative of 
some form of misbinding across T1 and T2. These findings 
support an integration account as proposed by Hommel and 
Akyürek (2005), which assumes that it is difficult to segre-
gate a continuous, rapid stream of visual information into 
discrete events. In this view, the closer in time two pieces of 
information appear, the more likely they are integrated into 
the same episodic trace—a finding which has been demon-
strated using various types of objects and groupings 
(Bowman & Wyble, 2007; Karabay & Akyürek, 2017).

Conclusion

Whereas perceptual grouping can modulate the allocation 
of selective attention across visual space, the present find-
ings show that structures provided by grouping can also 
influence the processing of targets in time. For instance, 
grouped targets lead to overall enhanced performance and a 
reduced AB effect, where the benefits from grouping are 
sustained, suggesting that they arise at an early, perceptual 
locus prior to attentional selection, thus facilitating both the 
detection of integrated structures and their subsequent con-
solidation into an enduring object file in working memory. 

By contrast, grouping in task-irrelevant items can tran-
siently impair concurrent target processing, where this cost 
(from complete-object distractors) may be attributed to 
attentional capture, hindering efficient selection of the tar-
get. Together, this set of findings shows that grouping can 
substantially modulate the processing of objects in time.
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